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Objectives

 How is PORT integrated with my TIP?

 How do I use a Reporting  Keychain?

 What questions are in the PORT reports?
 Where does the data go? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the end of the presentation, we hope you’ll know what PORT is, how it is tied to your Tribal TIP, what questions you’ll encounter (including updates), and how to utilize reporting keychains you receive?
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Tribe’s Combined Summary 
Report  & National Reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most recent surface transportation legislation, Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act, more commonly known as the FAST Act, mandated annual collection of TTP project and activity data, including jobs created and retained. (23 U.S.C. § 201(c)(6)(C))The Federal Highway Administration and Bureau of Indian Affairs have worked to develop a Tribal Transportation Program Online Reporting Tool, referred to by its acronym PORT throughout this presentation. The agencies are working to use existing data to streamline the data collection process using existing information, attempting to limit redundancy for Tribes.PORT, the Program Online Reporting Tool, uses existing Tribal TIP data received by the agencies to feed the PORT so we make the best use of the data you’ve already provided and tailor the report accordingly. PORT data collected will be used primarily for national reports that satisfy the reporting requirements to the Secretaries 
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Tribe’s Combined Summary 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tribes will interact with the Program Online Reporting Tool in the following ways: A Tribe submits their Tribal TIP that, once processed, establishes the government’s knowledge of the projects and activities a Tribe plans to complete within a given Fiscal Year. At annual reporting periods, the government then processes the data submitted by Tribes to populate PORT with initial information.  Government produces reporting keychains, a document containing links to the online reports,  and distributes these to tribe’s transportation contacts.Tribes use the reporting keychain links to complete reports for projects and activities that occurred within the reporting period using PORT.  For each portion of the report that a tribe completes, an email confirmation will be generated.  All of the information submitted by all tribes goes into a database that the government can use to fulfill the FAST act requirements. In addition, a PDF summary of the tribe’s submitted reports can be produced and sent to the tribe upon request.



 Financial Report  *REQUIRED

Non-construction Activities Report *REQUIRED

 Jobs, Safety, Transit, Administration, Maintenance, and 
Planning

 Project Reports
 Only required for ACTIVE projects

Program Online Reporting Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tribes will be completing 3 types of reports within PORT: 	-a Financial Report, covering federal transportation funds received through the Tribal Transportation Program 	-a Non-construction Activities Report,  covering TTP-funded Jobs and Safety, Transit, Administration, Maintenance and Planning activities. 	-Project Reports, covering active design and construction projects. Only projects that were active during the reporting period need to be reported on. An active project is one with 	  expenditures on project development or construction within the reporting period .



PORT Overview Guide

flh.fhwa.dot.gov/programs/ttp/port  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A PORT Overview Guide has been developed to help familiarize you with PORT and clarify the information you’re asked to report on.  The guide has screen captures of every question in the reporting system with clarifying comments added in blue text.  The Overview Guide is available on FHWA’s TTP website at the address shown and a link is also provided at the top of each PORT report page. Much effort has been made to make questions within the reports clear and concise. We’ll cover the reports here and highlight a few elements here that we’d like to draw your attention to.  

https://flh.fhwa.dot.gov/programs/ttp/port/


PORT FAQ- Frequently Asked Questions
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Available at survey.max.gov/162274
General questions addressed :
 What is a "reporting keychain"?
 How can I obtain a copy of my reporting keychain links?
 What fiscal year am I reporting on?
 What reporting period do I select? 
 What is a Federal funding mechanism?
 What Federal transportation funds am I reporting on? 
 What happens when a report is submitted?
 How do I update my Tribe’s information?
 I submitted my report but discovered changes that need to be made?
 Why is there already information within my report?
 Why isn't my reporting link working?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the PORT Overview Guide, a Frequently Asked Questions webpage has been developed to provide some additional clarification on how the PORT system works. 

https://survey.max.gov/162274


PORT FAQ
Submit questions at survey.max.gov/162274
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FAQ webpage also provides an opportunity for any additional question you have concerning PORT to be submitted.  Recurring questions will be added to the general questions addressed.  At the conclusion of this webinar, any general questions you have regarding PORT, the Program Online Reporting Tool, may be submitted through the PORT FAQ page.  

https://survey.max.gov/162274


KEYCHAIN: Summary of Projects

Financial Report and 
Non-Construction 
Activity Report will 
appear on every 
keychain. 

The number of projects on 
a Tribal TIP determines 
number of project report 
links. Reports only need to 
be completed for active 
projects.

5 additional project report 
links for projects that 
weren’t included in TIP or 
don’t appear on keychain. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As touched on earlier, the reporting keychain is a document containing links to the reports within PORT.  As stated earlier, Financial Report and Non-Construction Activity Report are required and so will appear on every keychain. Contact your agency point of contact if these are not shown on your reporting keychain. The number of projects on a Tribal TIP determine the number of project report links that will appear on the reporting keychain. Project reports only need to be completed for projects that have started and been active in project development and/or construction during the reporting period. Three additional links are provided to report on a project that wasn’t listed on the reporting keychain.  If TTP-funded activity occurred on a project not listed on the reporting keychain, please utilize these links to report on the project activity.  Now we’re going to walk through a reporting keychain, starting with a non-construction activity report, then a project report, and ending on a financial report for BIA and then FHWA. 



Redirect
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously, you’dto encounter this window, that required you to click the indicated hyperlink to redirect to the report. You now may encounter this window [click for next screenshot] when attempting to use a reporting keychain link.  



V
erify Info

Tribe’s Transportation 
point of contacts already 
entered. Only one 
additional email address 
can be entered here. 

Within non-construction 
activities report only, Tribe 
verifies Tribal data BIA/FHWA 
has on record. Changes can 
be made by checking the box 
indicated and make the 
changes in the dropdown box 
that appears.  

11FHWA utilizes the system 
for semi-annual reports. 
Mid-year covers the first 
6 months of the FY. FY 
report covers the full 
Oct-Sep period for both 
FHWA and BIA 
Agreement Tribes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are directed to the report page, a basic info page that looks similar for all reports is presented.  The“federal fiscal year for report” is now shown for the reporting period. Note that the fiscal year or FY runs from October 1 of the preceding calendar year to September 30. For example, FY 2016 runs from October 1, 2015 through to September 30, 2016.  As FHWA utilizes the PORT system for mid-year reports, only Tribes with FHWA Program Agreements will see a Mid-Year title here during the mid-year reporting period, which covers October 1 to March 31.  A summary of Tribal information your respective TTP agency has on file will then be shown on the reports. The non-construction activities report, and only the non-construction activities report, allows you to update the contact information. By checking the box where indicated, Tribal information, such as the Tribe’s TTP contact name and contact information, the Tribe’s Authorized Signatory name and title. The final section allows entry of an additional confirmation email address that you want to receive a copy of the report you are currently entering info for (the reporting keychain link you used to get to this screen).  Note that this additional email address will only receive a copy of the report you arte currently entering info for.  Confirmation emails you receive can also be forwarded on as well if there are additional partiers you want to share these with. 
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Financial Report

This includes only the TTP funds spent during the fiscal year of reporting. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your Tribe doesn’t have an FHWA Program Agreement, then the financia report consists of only question 2.b, the total amount of TTP funds expended during the reporting period.  This includes all expenditures, regardless of the year the TTP funds were received. This would also include funds expended on indirect costs. Please pay attention to the note here and on all questions asking for amounts; commas can not be entered as these will create an error in the MAX.gov system. 



This would include all funds transmitted from FHWA during the fiscal 
year of reporting. 

This includes all Federal transportation funds spent during the fiscal year of 
reporting.  
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Fina
ncia

l Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note that the financial report requests information for federal transportation funds received and spent by the Tribe during the fiscal year of reporting.  All these funds would be received through a Tribal Transportation Program funding mechanism, such as a referenced funding agreement.  These funds would not include FTA funds. Note that some of the questions specify TTP funds only, and these amount would not include other federal transportation funds. 



This includes only the TTP funds spent during the fiscal year of reporting. 

This includes all indirect costs collected from funds transmitted from FHWA
during the fiscal year of reporting.  
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Fina
ncia

l Report

If Approved Indirect Cost Rate selected, 3.c will appear 
to allow you to enter the Tribe’s approved indirect cost 
rate.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note that the financial report requests information for federal transportation funds received and spent by the Tribe during the fiscal year of reporting.  All these funds would be received through a Tribal Transportation Program funding mechanism, such as a referenced funding agreement.  These funds would not include FTA funds. Note that some of the questions specify TTP funds only, and these amount would not include other federal transportation funds. 



This would include all funds transmitted from FHWA during the fiscal 
year of reporting. 

This includes all funds spent during the fiscal year of reporting.  

This includes only the TTP funds spent during the fiscal year of reporting. 

This includes all indirect costs collected from funds transmitted from FHWA
during the fiscal year of reporting.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please note that the financial report requests information for federal transportation funds received and spent by the Tribe during the fiscal year of reporting.  All these funds would be received through a Tribal Transportation Program funding mechanism, such as a referenced funding agreement.  These funds would not include FTA funds. Note that some of the questions specify TTP funds only, and these amount would not include other federal transportation funds. 



This would include all Federal transportation funds received from FHWA 
since the Tribe signed their initial Program Agreement with FHWA. 

This includes all Federal transportation funds spent since the Tribe signed 
their initial Program Agreement with FHWA.

This includes all Federal transportation funds held by the Tribe at the end of the 
reporting period.  This will equal question 4 minus question 5. 

16

Fina
ncia

l Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions 4 through 6 of the financial report deal with Federal transportation funds received, spent and held since the Tribe signed their initial program agreement.  Again, you’ll only see these additional questions on the financial report if your Tribe has an FHWA Program Agreement.  
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l Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question 7 asks whether the Tribe met the threshold for a single audit. Again, you’ll only see additional questions beyond 2b on the financial report if your Tribe has an FHWA Program Agreement.  



Permanent position may be full-time or part-time.

Short-term positions have a limited duration, such 
as seasonal or tied to a construction project.
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N
on-construction A

ctivities Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the non-construction activities report, the first section asks the number of permanent jobs retained and short-term positions created.  Jobs retained are considered to be those permanent positions paid for with TTP funds may be full time or part time but would be expected to recur annually and not be limited to a single fiscal year.  Jobs created are considered to be short term positions used to carry out TTP projects and activities for a limited duration, such as seasonal or tied to a design or construction project. Note that the Jobs section only appears when the reporting period is set to “Fiscal Year (October-September) FHWA & BIA.”  FHJWA Program Agreement Tribes wil not report on Jobs for Mid-Year Reports. 



Safety and transit related 
construction projects should be 
included as a separate project on a 
TTIP and wouldn’t fall within the non-
construction activities report. 
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N
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ctivities Report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted earlier, non-construction activities include Safety, Transit, Administrative, Maintenance, Planning, as well as any other non-construction activities that may have occurred during the reporting period.  The questions are the same for each category, requesting the amount of TTP funds programmed for the activity, the actual TTP funds spent on the activity, and narrative progress on the activities. Note that a project design or construction activity, even if it is considered to be for safety or transit, should have been included on a TTIP and will have its own Project Report link on the reporting keychain received. As the name implies, the non-construction activities report should not include any design or construction project. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project reports request information on active design and construction projects. As stated earlier, if a project has not started and no work’s occurred during the reporting period, no reporting on the project is required.  Project reports may be populated with available information from a Tribe’s TIP, such as the project name and description.  Please note that all fields in the project report need to be completed before you can submit the report.Note under funding source that the “other” category allows you to describe other funding sources used to complete the project. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again project information may be populated with info from your TTIP but please update the information as needed.  Active hases of the project are those that occurred during the reporting period. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project reports requests input regarding funds spent during the reporting period, and estimates on how much work is complete and when the project will be completed.  Note these estimates on work complete and completion date are estimates for informational purposes and make no commitment.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But to help facilitate improved numbers, a Report Data Overview page has been added to the combined sumnmary report your POC can generate that will help highlight any data that appears to need correction. After you’ve submitted all required PORT reports or the end of the reporting submittal period, or upon request of your agency POC, you may receive a combined summary report presenting all the reports you’ve submitted in a single pdf document.  At the front of this document is a Report data overview page that provides a quick summary of the data submitted as well as a quick check of these numbers. This includes a comparison of the financial summary, which is essentially that all TTP funds spent were accounted for within the projects and activities costs included on project reports and the non-construction activities report, and for Tribes with FHWA program agreements, that the amount of TTP funds reported received during  the reporting period matches federal records.  The maintenance summary compares the annual maintenance cap based on Tribal shares distributed to the reported maintenance expenditures.    Your agency POC may follow up with you to gain a better understanding of any numbers and correct any necessary data. Finally a quick summary of projects is provided for convenience in reading the data. .As this is a new feature, are there any particular questions on the report data overview? 



QA/QC

Report Data Overview A-D finds the difference (D) between all TTP 
funds reported expended in the reporting period (A) to the reported 
total project TTP expenditures (B) and reported non-construction 
expenditures total (C).  If there is a difference greater than $1000 then 
(D) is highlighted yellow. 
This has been identified as an area in need of improvement based on 
the large overall differences in these totals in last two annual reports.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possible reasons for these variances run the gamut.  I believe the most common is different individuals filling out different reports (presumably financial staff filling out the financial report and transportation staff the non-construction and project reports), with lack of adequate understanding and communication between Tribal departments. 



QA/QC

E will be the total Federal Transportation funds made available for the FY 
reporting period (tribal shares+TTP Bridge Program awards+TTP Safety Fund 
awards).

F & G is only populated for Tribes with an FHWA PA and is the reported total 
federal transportation funds received by a Tribe (should include all funds 
received through an RFA).   

If there is a difference greater than $1000 then (G) is highlighted yellow. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tribes working with BIA will only have E populated with the TTP funds made available for the Tribe during the reporting period. This is the amount that should have been transferred to the BIA Region on behalf of the Tribe. This has been identified as an area in need of improvement based on the large overall differences in these totals found the last two years when preparing the annual reports to secretaries.    



QA/QC

H reflects the maintenance cap as limited by 25 CFR 170.800(a), 
as calculated by the greater of $500,000 or 25% of the Tribe’s 
annual TTP funds (as determined by box E).
I reflects the reported maintenance expenditures from the non-
construction activities report. 
J highlights if the expenditures are greater than the cap. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that this is just looking at whether expenditures exceeded the annual cap.  It’s possible that reported expenditures were greater than the cap shown and that this was ok; depends on if maintenance funds were “banked” and come from multiple FYs. Highlight is to let POC know there needs to be follow-up to determine whether there was conformance with 25 CFR 170.800. 



TTP Annual Report to Secretaries

Fiscal Year 2016 2017 2018
TTP Funds Available $410 M $414 M $431 M

TTP Funds Expended $267 M $298 M $283 M
Jobs Retained 1519 1587 1367
Jobs Created 5973 4732 4034

Active Design/Construction 
Projects 970 840 828

Additional Project Funds Used $264 M $104 M $43 M
Estimated Project Costs Total $2.8 B $2.73 B $2.65B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For internal clarification only: the 2016 “additional project funds used” amount was calculated incorrectly and when normalized is around $100 million.  The number was kept the same here for consistency with the Secretaries Report. TTP Funds Available: Note FY17 funds available did not include any TTPSF funds as FY17-18 funds were awarded in FY18. This explains the jump in TTP funds available. 



TTP Annual Report to Secretaries

Fiscal Year 2016 2017 2018

Safety (non-construction) $1.16 M $2.08 M $2.33 M

Transit (non-construction) $6.29 M $7.58 M $8.02 M

Administration $23.78 M $38.8 M $39.2 M

Maintenance $34.73 M $47.26 M $46.75 M

Planning $10.99 M $14.89 M $14.66 M

Other Non-Construction $1.75 M $3.66 M $7.01 M

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other non-construction funds should generally not be used.  On quick review, these funds categorized under “other” should have been included under other categories, such as maintenance, administration and planning.  If you have questions regarding which category to classify a cost, please contact Danny Capri prior to utilizing the other category. 



flh.fhwa.dot.gov/programs/ttp/  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what do the agencies do with the data you’ve submitted?  As we covered at the beginning, PORT was created as a response to the FAST Act, requiring an annual report to the Secretary of the Interior and Secretary of Transportation.  The Fiscal Year 16 report is available on the FHWA Office of Tribal Transportation website. 









Attachment D. Bridge Projects Report

All active design/construction projects where use of TTPBP funds 
was reported.

Attachment E. Safety Projects Report
Repeat of Non-construction safety activities.

All active design/construction projects where use of TTPSF was 
reported.



Questions?

Danny Capri
Office of Tribal Transportation
Federal Highway Administration
360-619-7960
danny.capri@dot.gov 
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